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Abstract. Designing parallel systems in a correct way is difficult. Transforma- 
tional design of systems guarantees correctness by the correctness of the trans- 
formations, but is often tedious and complicated. We discuss different transfor- 
mation strategies to guide the designer from the initial specification to different 
implementations, tailored to different architectures. Strategies give rise to sim- 
pler transformation rules, point the way in the design trajectory, and allow for 
the reuse of proofs and transformation steps when deriving optimizations and 
variants of algorithms. 

1 Introduction 

Correct design of parallel and distributed algorithms and protocols is a difficult task. 
Such algorithms are often the result of numerous design decisions and architectural op- 
timizations, and are therefore very hard to prove correct. When designing such systems 
in a transformational way from a specification, correctness with respect to the initial 
specification is obtained for free due to the correctness of the transformation steps. 

Although transformational design in principle solves the correctness issue, it is very 
hard to apply to larger systems. In developing systems transformationally one often has 
an abundance of choices between different transformation rules. It is difficult to decide 
which way to go, and decisions taken at an early stage can have severe influences in 
the rest of the design trajectory. Thus it is very easy to "get lost" in the design process. 
Moreover, transformation rules are often rather complicated as they are designed for a 
general setting. Also they often concern only small steps, leading to a very long design 
trajectory. Finally, having derived one algorithm, it would be desirable to be able to 
reuse the proofs and steps used in other derivations of similar systems. 

In such a transformational design process the design engineer needs guidance in 
order to keep him or her from getting lost. We propose the use of strategies for this 
purpose. A strategy describes what type of transformation should be applied at what 
stage of the design process. One can think of many different strategies for developing 
parallel systems. A first strategy is called the layered strategy. In this strategy the first 
steps in the design are restricted to sequential or layered program development. After 
having obtained a sufficient level of detail the resulting design is then parallelized to 
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meet the desired architecture, and finally implemented. Examples of this approach are 
the work by Elrad and Francez [8], by Chou and Gafni [7], Stomp [23], and by Janssen, 
Poel and Zwiers [14, 13]. 

A second strategy is the parallel strategy, where at the initial stages one is not con- 
cerned about architectural issues but simply views the system as a set of continuously 
executing actions. In the later stages one then introduces architectural decisions as opti- 
mizations, leading to an implementable algorithm. The most prominent example of this 
approach is the UNITY approach as developed by Chandy and Misra [6]. The work by 
Back and Sere on action systems [1, 2] also takes this viewpoint. 

A third strategy is called the architectural strategy, where one aims at a specific 
architecture already at the very initial design stages, thus giving a more direct design 
trajectory. This approach has been employed by Olderog et al. in the ProCoS project 
[18, 19, 20]. 

Having recognized a certain strategy one can develop specialized rules that are tai- 
lored for certain design stages and therefore can be much more restricted and thus sim- 
pler. Due to the simplicity, such strategies can be amenable for tool support. Also, if a 
certain strategy applies nicely to a class of algorithms, the derivations of the different 
algorithms in that class often share large parts and have similar steps at similar stages. 
Thus strategies encourage reuse of proofs. 

In this paper we discuss the three strategies mentioned above, and use them to de- 
rive different implementations of atomic commit protocols for different architectures, 
such as Centralized Two-Phase Commit, Linear Two-Phase Commit, and Decentral- 
ized Two-Phase Commit (see Bernstein, Hadzilacos and Goodman [3] for a discussion 
of these protocols). Atomic commit protocols are used in distributed database systems 
to guarantee consistent termination of transactions that are executed at different sites in 
a database network. 

As a vehicle for transformational design we use the mixed terms approach as has 
been developed in the ProCoS project [19]. There a specification language S L has been 
developed that allows to specify reactive behavior by means of regular expressions, as 
well as state transitions in Z style. Such specifications are also part of a mixed terms lan- 
guage MIX which allows to transform specifications up to a point where they correspond 
to CSP style language constructs [12] and can be implemented in OCCAM. As St. allows 
to specify both aspects, reactive behavior and state transitions, it is very well suited to 
handle the different aspects of the different strategies. Besides that, the transformational 
theory for SL and MIX is well developed [5, 20, 19]. 

For a detailed account of the different transformations and a discussion of the deriva- 
tions of other architectures we refer to [4]. 

2 Strategies and Their Ingredients 

In the introduction we mentioned three different strategies to develop parallel and dis- 
tributed systems transformationally. In this section we discuss these strategies in more 
detail, and list what types of transformations are needed for such strategies to work out 
nicely. Different strategies also have different application areas they are most suited for. 
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By no means we want to claim that these three are the only strategies one can think 
of, but they are three well-known approaches to program development and therefore we 
restrict ourselves to these three. 

2.1 The layered approach 

The design and analysis of sequential programs is inherently much simpler than of 
parallel programs. One does not have to take interference of other components into 
account, and no deadlock can occur due to synchronization. For parallel and distributed 
systems it has been observed that they often can be analyzed in a sequential or layered 
fashion as well. This is already obvious from the terminology used: one talks about 
"two-phase" or "three-phase" commit protocols, termination "phases" or connection 
"phases" in communication protocols etcetera. Such "phases" are also sometimes called 
layers, which should not be mistaken for the term "layers" as used in the OSI reference 
model. 

Elrad and Francez [8] used this observation to formulate the so-called communica- 
tion closed layers principle that states that under certain circumstances a layered and 
a parallel program are equivalent. This principle has later been used in a transforma- 
tional setting by, amongst others, Stomp [23] and by Janssen, Pod  and Zwiers [ 14, 13]. 
Similar ideas of independence also play a crucial role in parallelization of loops in con- 
ventional programs (see, for example, Lengauer [16]). Also in the work by Back and 
Sere [2] one uses transformations to go from initial a sequentially structured solution to 
parallel implementations. Their work is formulated using action systems. 

Based on these ideas we can formulate the following layered strategy. 

(L1) Given a specification or initial design (that is correct by definition), repeatedly de- 
compose the specification in sequence of (abstract) actions, using standard tech- 
niques as known for sequential program development. 

(L2) If one arrives at a sufficient level of detail, for example at an implementable level, 
the resulting algorithm is analyzed for possible parallelization: Independence of 
actions indicates potential parallelism, where independence is determined on syn- 
tactic grounds or on semantic grounds in the most general case. 

(L3) Finally, the resulting system consisting of the parallel composition of sequential 
components is transformed into a real, fine-tuned implementation. 

Note that in this strategy there is not explicit reasoning on parallelism, only indepen- 
dence analysis is needed. For this strategy to be applicable one requires easy laws for 
sequential decomposition and independence analysis. It has been shown in the work 
mentioned above that this strategy is applicable to a large class of systems, although it 
is by no means a complete strategy. 

2.2 The parallel approach 

A similar idea of avoiding architectural bias also is the basis of the parallel approach. In 
this strategy, as for example employed in the work on UNITY [6] by Chandy and Misra, 
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or by Back and Sere using action systems [2], one first derives an unstructured but 
complete implementation, after which one defines a mapping of actions and variables 
to processes satisfying the constraints induced by the desired architecture. 

This approach goes through the following phases. 

(P1) Given a certain specification of the problem, develop a set of actions as basic in- 
gredients of the eventual implementation. 

(P2) Prove that all runs consisting of the actions in the set under a weakly fair scheduling 
policy lead to a stable state satisfying the desired end state. 

(P3) Define a mapping of variables to processors, and define sequences of actions from 
the initial action set that are weakly fair for each processor, satisfying constraints 
induced by the communication structure between the pro~essors. 

(P4) Rewrite the initial unstructured solution under the mappings defined in a previous 
step to an actual implementation. 

The most difficult part in this is proving that the actions indeed lead to the desired 
stable state. For this one can use, for example, the UNITY logic as introduced in [6]. 
Also, depending on the desired architecture, the definition of the mappings can require 
encoding of channels or buffers, which is not always as natural as one would hope for. 
In general however, the application area of this approach is not limited to a specific 
class of algorithms. 

(A1) 

2.3 The architectural approach 

In the layered and paralM strategies the architectural decisions are postponed to as late 
as possible, allowing different implementations. However, often one has a very clear 
idea of the architecture the system should function in, for example a fully connected 
network with n nodes, or a two processor shared memory architecture. Incorporating 
such information at a very early stage might allow to simplify intermediate specifica- 
tions or systems to a large extent. 

This approach has been taken in the ProCoS project to design synchronously oper- 
ating parallel CSP style systems [ l 8, 5]. The architectural approach goes through the 

following four phases: 

Given an initial specification, one adds to this specification the synchronization 
skeleton of the system one is aiming at, so for each process the sequence of syn- 
chronizing actions is specified. 

(A2) The state space of each process is extended with the required local variables. 

(A3) For every action, the corresponding state transformation part of the initial specifi- 
cation is moved to it, making the initial specification redundant. 

(A4) Analogously as for the layered approach, the resulting system is transformed into 

an implementation. 
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Addition of synchronization skeletons and moving (parts of) state transformations 
are two important ingredients here. Both transformations can be performed very nicely 
in the mixed terms language MIX, as is discussed in section 4. Moreover, this approach 
is not bound to a certain class of algorithms, although due to its directness, reuse and 
structuring of proofs seems to be more difficult. 

3 Atomic Commit Protocols 

Distributed systems consist of a collection of sites that are connected by means of some 
network. In a distributed database system an important concept is maintaining consis- 
tency of the different sites. Each site has a local database system that maintains a part 
of the distributed database. A distributed transaction consists of a sequence of reads 
and writes to database items. We assume every transaction T has a "home site" where 
it originated. Termination of a transaction T is intricate, as it concerns all sites that 
participated in T. Simply sending a message to a site stating that it should commit is 
not sufficient: it is possible that - -  for example due to failures of storage media or 
volatile memory - -  a site cannot store the changes to the database, and therefore cannot 
commit. The fact that a single site is not able to commit should result in aborting the 
transaction, which implies aborting at all sites involved in order to keep the distributed 
database consistent. 

An algorithm that guarantees consistent termination of distributed transactions is 
called an Atomic Commit Protocol (ACP). We assume the transaction involves a coor- 
dinator process C at the home site, and a set of participating processes P for all sites 
that were accessed. Every participating process has one vote: YES or NO, and every pro- 
cess can reach one of two decisions: COMMIT or ABORT. An ACP should guarantee that 
every process votes, and eventually makes a decision, where the decision should be 
COMMIT iff every process voted YES, and ABORT otherwise. (See [3] for details.) 

A well-known example of an ACP is the Two-Phase Commit Protocol (TPC), which 
operationally behaves as follows. After the process at the home site (the coordinator) 
has received a signal it requests all participating processes to send their votes. When it 
has gathered all votes it decides according to these votes and sends the decision back to 
all participants, which decide accordingly. This protocol is formulated for a system with 
a coordinator that can communicate with all participants, which is called centralized 
TPC. There exist also solutions for other network architectures. For example, if we have 
a fully connected network, all processes can send their votes to all other processes, after 
which every process can make the decision itself. This is called decentralized TPC. 

4 Specifications and Implementations 

The ESPRIT Basic Research Actions ProCoS I and II investigate the trustworthy design 
of embedded systems over the whole development process ranging from requirements 
capture over specification and programming level down to transputer machine code [9]. 
As part of this project a refinement calculus for communicating systems was developed 
in order to provide a constructive and mathematically sound way for bridging the gap 
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between specifications and programs [17, 20]. From ProCoS we take the specification 
language SL [20] for communicating systems. SL combines regular expressions, process 
algebra and action systems. 

Simple specifications in SL consists of an interface A, a set TA of trace assertions, 
a set lV of local variables and a set CA of communication assertions, written as 

sys tem A TA IVCA end .  

The interface provides a static view of the specified system. Components from A 
are directed channels (input or output) and global typed variables (read or write). 

Trace assertions have the form " t r a c e  on c~ in  re," where the alphabet c~ is a 
set of channels from A and re is a regular expression over c~. They define sequencing 
constraints on the global communication order using regular expressions over channel 
names, that is any sequence of communications projected to a has to be a word in the 
language defined by re. Using more than one trace assertion allows to focus on different 
aspects concerning different channel sets separately. 

The state part of a specification encompasses local variable declarations and com- 
munication assertions. In the style of Z [21] and TLA [15], the latter specify what 
the values are that are communicated and how the single communication actions will 
change the system state. Such communication assertions are of the form 

tom a r e a d  ~ w r i t e  9 when wh(2, y) t h e n  th(2, y ,y ' ) ,  

where 2 and 9 are lists of variables read and written respectively, and wh is a predicate 
defining when action a is enabled, and where th specifies the result of the action. As 
in, for example, Z we use primed versions of variables to refer to their new values after 
the communication. We use the channel or action names prefixed by the symbol "@" as 
logical variables referring to the values communicated on these channels. Simple speci- 
fications may be enriched by local channels and state restrictions such as initializations 
and invariants. 

As the target programming language we consider an OCCAM-like language PL, 
with basic processes SKIP, STOP, assignment, input and output communications, WHILE 
loops and compositional operators for sequences, alternatives, conditionals and concur- 
rency. 
To perform transformations from SL to PL we work in a "combined language" MIX 
which contains SL and PL as subsets. MIX consists of so-called mixed terms that may 
apply program operators to specifications. The transformational approach is based on a 
common semantic model for SL, PL and MIX. It is a trace-state-readiness model [20], 
which is well suited for describing all features such as synchronous communication, 
parallelism, nondeterminism and states. 

Starting from a giMen SL specification ~oee, a correct implementation Prog is de- 
rived by iterated application of transformation rules such that the specification notation 
is gradually replaced by PL constructs. 

Spec =- $1 ~ "-" ~ Sn - -  Prog 

Typically a transition step from mixed term S~ to Si+l is performed by replacing some 
specification expression S in Si by a mixed term T where the refinement T ~ S or 
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even T - S is guaranteed by a transformation rule. Then the overall implementation 
correctness follows from the transitivity of  " ~ "  and the monotonicity of  all operators 
with respect to " ~ . "  

4.1 Specifying Atomic Commit 

Let us now explain the concepts of  SL by the starting specification of  the ACP. The idea 
is that the protocol performs a state transformation that we model by a single action 
ACP. Thus the only trace assertion is 

t r a c e  on A C P  i n  A C P ,  

where ACP is an local channel/action and the regular expression A C P  states that the 
protocol is executed once only. 

To describe the state space of  the system we use local variables as follows: The vote 
given by every process is stored in a variable votei and the decision taken by every 
process in deci. The fact that every process has a way of  checking whether or not it can 
COMMIT if needed is modeled by a boolean flag stablei for each process i. Since this 
decision is not done by the protocol but by the environment stablei is a read variable 
in the interface (for all i = 1..n). The state transformation is specified by a single 
communication assertion for ACP. 

The result is the specification presented in figure 1. In particular it states that from 

ACP = sys tem 
chart A CP 
t r a c e  ACP 

read stablel, . . . , stablen of Bool 
wr i te  vo te l , . . . , vo te~  of {YES, NO} 

dec l , . . . ,decn  of {COMMIT, ABORT} 

corn ACP when t rue  
then Ai=l..,~(vote~ = YES ~ stables A 

vote~ = NO r -~stablei A 
dec~ = COMMIT r Ajvoterj = YES A 
dec~ = ABORT r Vjvoterj = NO ) 

end 

Fig. 1. Starting specification of ACP. 

any initial state the protocol should terminate in a state where the decision for each 
process is COMMIT iff every process voted YES. Furthermore a process shall vote YES iff 
stablei was true. Depending on the requirements o f  the environment the specification 
may terminate after an application or reach a stable state where it is ready for another 
protocol run. 
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4.2 A transformation rule 

In a transformational setting we use decomposition rules to refine systematically spec- 
ifications like A CP. Decomposition means here that a more complex specification is 
replaced by a mixed term where some composition operator is applied to several simpler 
subsystems. As a typical example supporting this kind of refinements, figure 2 shows a 

SYN: Parallel decomposition of specifications 

SYN[ system AI TAt CAt end, 
system z~ TA CA end --- 

system 5 s  'TAn CA~ end ] 
Provided A = UI[Ai, TA = UTAi, and CA : UCA~ with n _> 1 and .... 

Fig. 2. Transformation rule S YN decomposition. 

general transformation rule which introduces the synchronization operator SYN. Gener- 
ally a side condition "provided. . . "  restricts the applicability of the transformation rule 
and describes how the new mixed term is derived by syntactic modifications from the 
given one. 

At the end of the design process simple specifications are replaced in transforma- 
tion steps by basic PL statements as for example input or output communications or 
assignments. Figure 3 shows appropriate equivalences of specification and program- 
ming constructs. Other simple specifications can be transformed into these patterns and 
are therefore automatically implementable. 

c ? v -- system 
input c write v 

trace on c in e 

cem c write v 

then v' : ~e 

end 

c!e -- system 

output C read free(e) 
trace on c in c 

corn c read free(e) 
then ~ e  = e 

end 

Fig. 3. Meaning of input and output communication statements in PL 

5 A Layered Derivat ion of  T P C  

As a first derivation we will use the layered strategy to go from the initial specification 
A GP to an implementation. The protocol we will aim at will be centralized TPC where 
a single coordinator process communicates with a set of participating processes. 

The layered strategy uses two important ingredients: sequential decomposition and 
independence analysis. We first define specialized transformation rules to do so. 
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5.1 Decomposition and independence rules 

The general idea for sequential decomposition is rather simple. Assume we have a com- 
plicated action a. If  we can split a into two actions al and a2 such that the combined 
effect of executing al and a2 after one another is equivalent to a, then we would like to 
replace a by the sequence al .a2. The general rule to do so is rather complicated: one 
has to ensure atomicity of al  .a2 and also that no new actions become enabled by the 
extra intermediate state between al and az. (See [20],T 5.19, page 103.) In a sequen- 
tial setting atomicity however is immediate, and no other actions can become enable as 
their order is fully specified. 

The notion of "combined effect" is formalized by a contraction function contr that 
maps non-empty sequences of (local) actions to a single (local) action with the com- 
bined effect. Roughly speaking this amount to joining read and write lists of actions and 
combining the enable and effect predicate to a single enable and effect predicate. For 
the full definition we refer to [4]. All these simplifying circumstances lead to the rule 
given in figure 4, where ~ is a (possibly empty) set of local variables to store intermedi- 
ate results, and a \9  is the action resulting from hiding the variables ~ from a. Moreover 
t(c) denotes a trace expression where c occurs as a subexpression in t. 

SSD: Simple sequential decomposition 

system z~ CA IV IC 
c h a n c  t r a c e  t(c) 
c o r n  c w r i t e  ~D r e a d  4 -  

when wh t h e n  th 
end  

system A CA IV IC 
var 

chall  C l , . . . , e n  trace t(el. ' ' ' .en) 
com Ci write wl read fi  

when whi then th~ 
end 

Provided c, cl, c2, . . . ,  en ~ A U IC, ~ t3 (IV U A) = O, 
and contr(cl... . .cn)\9-~ comc write  ~ read ~ when wh then th. 

Fig. 4. A rule for sequential decomposition 

To derive parallel programs more is needed than sequential decomposition. Inde- 
pendence analysis and rules to introduce parallel components are needed. The latter 
was already introduced in section 4. For this to apply we have to rewrite the single trace 
that is the result of the sequential decomposition into a set of (synchronizing) traces. 

The simplest notion of independence is syntactic independence. Two actions a and 
b are syntactically independent, denoted by a ~,* b, iff every variable they share is only 
read by them and not written. This can be determined from the communication asser- 
tions as they specify the lists of variables read and written. A more general notion of 
independence can be defined if we take states into account. For example, two actions 
both increasing x by one are independent in the sense that in what ever order they are 
performed, the overall effect remains the same. This however will not be used in this 
paper (see [4] for an application thereof). We say that a and b are dependent, denoted by 
a ~"*s b, iff they are not independent. Note that both dependence and independence are 
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symmetric relations. A rule for parallelizing independent actions is given in figure 5. I f  

PAR: Syntactic independence parallelization 

system A CA IV lC system A CA 1V IC 
chan  a l , . . . , a n  t h a n  a l , . . . , a n  
trace t ( a l . . . . . a n )  =- trace t ( a l ) , . . . , t r a c e  t ( a n )  

end end 

Provided ai ~'* aj for all 1 < i < j < n. 

Fig. 5. A rule for parallelizing independent actions 

besides independence also the side conditions for write accesses to shared variables are 
fulfilled and so on (as required for SYN decomposition) we can indeed replace the above 
specification by the synchronization of  the sub specifications. In the case of  other inter- 
fering trace assertions this last step cannot be taken as then no suitable decomposition 
of  the different parts exists. 

5.2 The first decomposition steps 

We now have the ingredients for the derivation. As a first derivation step we decide to 
split the single action A CP into a sequence of  two abstract phases. The idea is that after 
the first phase the decision to be taken by the protocol should be known. To store this 
decision we introduce a local variable dec. The result is TPC1 in figure 6. 

TPC1 = system 
chan Phasel, Phase2 t r ace  Phasel.Phase2 
read stable~ of Boo1 
wr i te  votel of  {YES, NO} 

decl o~ {COMMIT, ABORT} 

var  dec of {YES, NO} 

corn Phase1 read stablei wri te  votei,dee 
t h e n  Ai ((vote~ = YES r stablel) A (vote~ = NO r -~stablel)) A 

d e c  ~ = COMMIT r A j v o t e ~  = YES A 
d e e  ~ = ABORT ~ Vjvote~j  = NO 

corn Phase2 read dec wri te  deci then A~ dec~ = dec 
end 

Fig. 6. The specification after the first decomposition step 

The correctness of  this step follows from the fact that the effect of  Phasel.Phase2 
is the same as that of  A CP. We now take a closer look at the first phase. There are 
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several ways to split this action again. We split it into a voting action and an action 
where the decision is taken based on the votes. 

TPC~ = system 

chart Vote,Decide, Phase2 t r a c e  Vote.Decide.Phase2 

corn Vote read stablei,votel,deci wri te  vote~ 
then A~ ((vote~ -- YES r stablei) A (vote~ = NO r162 ~stablel)) 

corn Decide read vote~ wri te  dec 
t h e n  dec' = C O M M I T  r  Ajvotej : YES A 

dec' = A B O R T  r  Vjvotej = NO 

corn Phase2 read dec wri te  dec~ then Ai dee~ = dec 
e n d  

In the next step we make two design decisions. First of  all we want to have that the votes 
are triggered by a request action. Secondly, we want to model that the second phase 
consist of  an information part and an effectuation part. In the first part the participants 
are informed of  the decision, and in the second part some (internal) action is performed 
to effectuate the decision to be taken. Although this has no visible effect we introduce 
it to model that in the actual algorithm there is more activity than is specified by the 
simple input/output specification A CP. 

The introduction of  such internal actions is even simpler than the other two steps: 
any t h e n  relation can be viewed as the composition of  the identity relation and itself. 
The result is a specification with the following trace. 

TPC3 = system . . .  t r a ce  Req. Vote.Decide.Inform.Eft... end 

In the system above the structure and distribution of  processes is not visible as yet. 
In the next step we want to introduce such information. We decide that all actions but 
Decide should be split into n different actions, one for every process. This is done in 
order to allow parallelization later on. The decision should be taken by a single process. 
Note that this is also a design decision: a different decision would be to split dec again 
and let all processes decide themselves. 
We split all actions into a sequence of n actions, similarly as would be done in ordinary 
sequential program development in the style of  Dijkstra. All conjunctive relations allow 
to do so. The result is given in figure 7. 

5.3 Distributing actions 

In the system TPC4 there is a lot of  superfluous ordering. Many actions are indepen- 
dent, even at a syntactic level. At this stage we exploit these independencies to paral- 
lelize the system. In principle all Reqi actions are independent, all Votei actions are 
independent, all Inform i actions are independent, and all Ef~ actions are independent. 
In fact, all Reqi actions are independent with respect to any other action, but these were 
introduced to model triggering of  the protocol, and therefore we want to have that first 
the coordinator is triggered (process 1, using Reqi ) and thereafter the rest is triggered. 
Obviously this is not a formal interpretation of  the specification, but only interpretation 
of  the way the system should function in an environment. 
We repeatedly apply the transformation rule PAR to arrive at the following system, 
where all actions for the coordinator have been grouped into a single sequence as we 
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TPC4 = system 
chan Reqi, Votel, Decide, Inform, ,  Eft, 
t r a ce  Reql . . . . .Reqn. V o t e 1 . . . . .  Vote~.Decide. 

i : l . . n  
i : l . . n  

i : l . . n  
i : l . . n  

I n f o r m 1 . . . . . I n f o r m  n .E f f  . . . . .Eft, 

corn Reqi 
com Votel read stablei wri te  votei 

then (vote~ = YES <=> stablel) A (vote~----NO <=> -~stablei) 
corn Decide read votei wri te  dee 

then dee' = COMMIT r Ajvote j  = YES A 
dec' = ABORT r Vjvote j  = NO 

corn Inform i read dec wri te  deci then dee~ = dec 
com Ef t  read deei 

end 

Fig.7. Structure of TPC4 

want to arrive at a system consisting of n sequential  processes. Thus we do not exploit 
the full potential of parallelism in the system. 

TPC5 = system ... 

i : 2..n trace Reql. Vote i . In formi .E f f  
t r ace  Req l . . .  �9 .Req~. Vote1. �9 �9 �9 Vote~.Decide. 

In form1 . . . . . I n fo rm,~ .E f f  

end 

For the above system to be parallelized completely, we have to split the different 
communication assertions of actions that are used to synchronize components into two 
parts, one for each of the synchronizing components. For example, a Votei action is 
split into two communication assertions, one modeling sending of a value, the other 
modeling reception of a value. Recall that @a represents the communicated value. For 
Votei,  i 7~ 1 this results in: 

tom Votel read stablel then 

(@Votei = YZS ~ stable~) A (@Votel =NO ~ -~stablel) 
com Votei wri te  vote~ then vote~ = @ Votel 

The Decide  action and other non-synchronizing actions need not to be split. 

5.4 Final steps 

The system that is the result of the above transformations is now decomposed to the 
parallel composition of specifications using the SYNC rule, resulting in the structure 

TPC6 =chan ~ SYNC[SI,...,Sn], 
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where a is the set of  all synchronizing channels and every Si is the specification of  a 
component, $1 is the coordinator and $2 through Sn are the participants. For example, 
fo r2  < i  < n ,  

Si = system 
input Reqi, Inform i output Votei chan Elf 
t r a c e  Req~. Vote~.Informi.E f f  
read stablei of Bool wri te  deel of {COMMIT, ABORT} 
corn Req~ 
corn Votel read stablei 

then (@Votei---- YES ~ stablel) A (~Vote~ : NO ~ -~stablel) 
corn Inform i wri te  deci then dec~ = @Inform~ 

corn Eft read deel 
end 

Every specification Si has a single trace assertion only. Since all the communication 
assertions are implementable, the systems can directly--even automatically--be trans- 
lated into a sequential implementation [5]. This automatic translation, called Syntax 
Directed Transformation, results in an OCCAM like implementation, given in figure 8. 
In this program we have left E l f  unspecified, but besides that it can directly be in- 

! ! 
TPC7 = PAR [$1,$2, . . . ,S~] ,  

S[ = SEQ[Reql ?,Reqe ! , . . . ,Req~! ,  S[ = 
IF[stable1 --+ vote1 := YES, 

-~stablel --+ vote1 := NO], 
Vote2 ? v o t e s , . . . ,  Voten ? voten, 
IF[Aivotei = Y E S  --+ dec : =  C O M M I T ,  

Vi votel : NO -+ dee : :  ABORT], 
dee1 := dec, 
Inform 2 ! dee , . . . ,  Inform,~ ! dec, 
Eft]  od 

l < i < _ n :  
SEQ[ Req~ ?, 

IF[stablei -+ Vote~ ! YES, 
-~stable~ --+ Vote~ ! NO], 

Inform i ? deei, Eft  ] od 

Fig. 8. Centralized Two-Phase Commit 

terpreted as an OCCAM program and it is suited for the architecture we had in mind. 
Concludingly, we have derived an implementation for the atomic commit protocol that 
satisfies our needs. 

6 The Parallel Approach 

In the parallel strategy one tries to obtain a first solution that is free of  any architectural 
bias. We assume we have a "single step" specification modeling input/output behavior 
only, such as in the case of  A C P .  The idea is to find a set of  actions that, given an 
initialization and a weakly fair scheduling policy, evolves to a stable state satisfying the 
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desired final state [6]. To prove that such an initial solution is indeed a solution to the 
problem we have to define an invariant Z that is invariant for all actions, which is estab- 
lished by the initialization. Together with the fix point predicate F P  of  the computation 
this invariant should establish the postcondition o f  the specification. In UNITY this fix 
point is defined as the condition such that no action leads to any changes anymore. In 
our MIX context this condition changes to the predicate that states that no action is en- 
abled anymore, as only in terminating runs the end state is defined. To show termination 
we moreover have to specify a metric r that decreases under a weakly fair scheduling 
of  the actions, analogously to bound functions in sequential programming. We refer to 
Chandy and Misra [6] for more details on these ideas. 

For this strategy one has a number of  proof  obligations for the first solution, as was 
mentioned above. This is due to the fact that there is a rather large "gap" between the 
initial specification and the first refinement. The larger the distance, the more compli- 
cated the proof  usually is. 

6.1 An initial solution 

As a first solution we take a set of  actions assigning values to the variables votei  and 
deci. Initially these variables are assigned the value NONE, SO we slightly extend the 
types of  the variables. The solution is given in figure 9. (We continue with T P C s  in 
order to have unique names of  specifications.) 

TPCs = s y s t e m  

chan Init, Votei, Decidei 
t r a c e  I n i t . ( ~  Votei + ZiDecidei)* 

corn Init w r i t e  votei~deci 
t h e n  Ai (vote~ = NONE A dec~ = NONE) 

i : l . .n corn Votei read stablel wri te  votel 
then (vote~ = YES ~ stablei) A (vote~ = NO r -,stablei) 

i : l . .n corn Decidel read votej ur•  deci 
t h e n  dec~ = COMMIT r Ajvotej  = YES A 

dec~ = ABORT r Vjvotej  = NO 

e n d  

Fig. 9. Structure of TPC8 

To prove that this program indeed is a refinement of  A CP we choose as an invariant 
3[ and have the termination predicate FP:  

Z = A~ ((votel = YES =:~ stable~) A (votel = NO =:~ -~stable~) A 

(dec~ = COMMIT :=~ Ajvotej  = YES) A 

(dec~ = ABORT :=~ Vjvotej  = NO)), 

FP = A~ (vote~ ~ NONE A decl 5~ NONE). 
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The bound function is given by the number of variables vote~ and dec~ that (still) 
have the value NONE. The initialization trivially ensures Z as no left hand side of any 
implication holds. Also, all actions may change the value of one variable only, which is 
changed in the correct way if it changes, preserving Z. Finally, given the possible values 
of the variables and FP, we obtain the post condition of A GP. 

6.2 Mapping to an architecture 

The above solution is a general solution. We now have to tune it to a certain architecture, 
that is, n processes with point to point communication. For point to point communica- 
tion no action may involve variables that are assigned to more than two processors, 
and may only write a single variable. So we can assign actions to processors, and then 
have to refine in such a way that the above is indeed satisfied. For a shared variables 
implementation we would only have to assign actions to processors, without having to 
both about variables. The variable distribution will be as in the previous protocol, so, 
for example, the actions Decide~ in TPC8 are not implementable. 

In UNITY one has the concept of superposition that allows to modify actions to 
a certain extent and to add variables and actions. Here we add an action Decide, that 
assigns a value to a new, local variable dee. The addition of such an action that simply 
writes a new variable and does not change the flow of control can always be done. 

Besides that superposition we would like to modify the Decidei actions such that 
they no longer read the votej variables but dec. Otherwise the previous modifica- 
tion would not make much sense. To prove the correctness thereof we have to give 
a strengthened invariant and FP and prove correctness again. 

Finally, the Init action is split in a parallel composition of n actions initializing the 
variables for every process. The result is a (still unstructured) algorithm that however 
can be mapped to a point to point architecture. 

To map the result of the above steps to a sequential program, we need something 
extra. We can deduce that every action changes the state exactly once: every Vote~ the 
first time it is executed, Decide as soon as all votes are known or at least one vote is 
no etcetera. All other executions of the actions do not change the state. Based on this, 
we can define a bijective mapping s : IA~I --+ Ai that defines the order in which the 
set of actions Ai for process i is executed. This mapping should be such that the state 
after the j-th action ensures that s(j + 1) is enabled and changes the state. In our case, 
the mapping (obviously) corresponds to the order in which the actions are executed in 
TPC4, modulo some renaming. The rule to introduce such ordering is given in [4], we 
here restrict ourselves to showing the result. Finally, we have to add actions Eff as well, 
which can be done without any problems in this case, as these are local actions that do 
not change the state. The result is given in figure 10. If we rename the actions Initi into 
Req~ and Decidei into Inform~ the rest of the derivation is the same as in section 5, but 
for the implementation of Req~ which now does change the state. This concludes the 
sketch of the derivation. 
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TPC9 = system 
chart Init~, Votei, Decide, Decide~, E~ 
t r ace  [nit1... �9 .Initn. Vote1..... Vote~.Decide. 

Decide1.....Decided.Elf.....Effi 
i : 2..n t r a c e  Initi. Votei.Deeide~.Eff 

i : l . . n  corn Init~ wri te  votei,decl then vote~ = NONE A dec~ = NONE 
i : l..n corn Vote~ read stablei wri te  vote~ 

then (vote~----YES <=~ stablei) A (vote~ = NO <=F -~stablel) 

end 

Fig. 10. Structure of TPC9 

7 Using the Architectural Strategy 

The two previous sections used strategies that delay architectural decisions to as late 
stage as possible. In the architectural approach we do the opposite: the synchronization 
skeleton of  the system one is aiming at is introduced as a first step, and only thereafter 
state transitions are analyzed. This can have the advantage that certain simplifications 
due to the architecture can be exploited already at an early stage. Here we give a sketch 
of  how to apply this strategy to ACP. 

Following the architectural strategy as described in section 2 we first introduce new 
local channels Reqi, Votei, Decide, Inform i and El f  and define in what way the dif- 
ferent communications synchronize, the so-called synchronization skeleton. This in- 
troduction doesn' t  change the specified state transitions. Only the ordering o f  the new 
channels is constraint by integrating them into the trace assertions. Such introduction is 
therefore allowed as long as the language generated projected on A UP doesn' t  change. 
The result is given in figure 11. 

The next step in this strategy is the extension of  the state space as required. Here 
we introduce the local variable dec and give the A CP action the right to write into it. 
For the third part of  the strategy we need a rule that allows to shift state transitions over 
actions. Informally this rule states that, if an action e is always followed by an action d, 
then we can move part of  the effect of  e to d, provided certain restrictions on variables 
accesses are fulfilled. To apply this rule we must partition the set of  actions into three 
sets Chl,  Ch2 and {c, d}, where d is the channel we want to move part of  c to, Chl 
is the set of  channels that might interfere with c or d, and Ch2 all other channels. The 
trace language should be such that we can add the trace assertion t r a c e  (Ch~.c.d)* 
without changing the language. Usually we can take Chl to be the set of  actions we 
can ensure to be ordered to the left or to the right of  both c and d. This set should then 
contain all interfering actions for e and d. The rule is given in figure 12, where P ; 9Q 
is the relational composition of  predicates P and Q, defined as 

p ; ~Q de=r 3~". P[~"/~'] A Q[~"/~]. 
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T P C l o  = system 
chan A C P  
chan Reql  , . . . , Reqn,  Vote  l , . . . , Vo ten ,  Dec ide ,  

I n f o r m 1 , . . .  , I n f o r m n ,  Eff l  , . . . , Eff~ 

t r a c e  A C P . R e q l  . ' "  .Reqn. V o t e 1 . . "  ". V o t e n . D e c i d e .  

I n f o r m 1 . . . . . I n f o r m n . E f f l  
i : 2..n t r a c e  A C P . R e q i .  V o t e i . I n f o r m i . E f f l  

r ead  s tab le i  of Bool 
write v o t e i  of {YES,NO} 

decl  of {COMMIT, ABORT} 
corn A C P  w r i t e  vo te~ ,dec l  r ead  s t a b l e i . . .  

end 

Fig. 11. After adding the synchronization skeleton, T P C l o  

In this case applying the SHIFT rule is rather simple, as there is only a l imited amount  

SHIFT: Shift effects 

system Zl T A  C A  I V  IC  
chart c ,d  t r a c e  (Ch~.c .d )*  
comc write ~D read 

when whc then P ; .Q 
com d write ~ read 

when w h d  then R 
end 

system A T A  C A  I V  1C 
chan c ,d  t r a c e  (Ch~.c .d )*  
com c write ~ read 

when who then P 
com d write ~ read 

when whd then (Q;r 

end 

Provided all channels are partitioned into C h l ,  Ch2  and {c, d} 
such that {t~, f} n V a r s ( C h 2 )  C_ R e a d s ( C h 2 ) \ r  and f r e e ( w h d )  n ~ = O. 

Fig. 12. Shifting effects 

of  paral lel ism in the algorithm due to the sequential structure of  the coordinator. So 
we iteratively rewrite the t h e n  predicate belonging to A C P  to the composit ion of  two 
predicates.  Of course this is not possible in general: we should carefully select the order 
in which to apply the SHIFT rule. For example, take the action I n f o r m  i. One can rewrite 
the predicate corresponding to A C P ,  that is, the full specification, as 

P ; dec A i  (dec~ = d e c ) .  

Moreover,  this conjunction can be rewritten as 

dec~ = d e c  ; 0 dec~  = d e e  ; r . . .  ; r d e c "  = dee ,  

a s "  ; 0" simply is  conjunction due to the definition o f "  ; 9." Therefore we can move the 
predicate dee~ = d e c  to its place, starting with i = n using SHIFT with the channel set 
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Ghl = {Informi+l,. . . ,  Inform,~} and tlib channel set Ch2 is everything but AGP 
and {Informi, . . . ,  Inform,~}, and iteratively removing the whole of the conjunction. 
As only the channels Inform i and AGP access any variables the side conditions for 
the SHIFT rule are obviously fulfilled. Thereafter we can shift making the decision to 
Decide. The part for the Vote actions is then analogous to the Inform part. Finally, we 
arrive at an algorithm that is almost the same as TPGs, but for the fact that all traces 
start with A UP. As A CP now has become a local channel with empty effect and is 
always enabled, we can remove it from the traces without changing the effect of the 
system as a whole. The result is exactly TPC5 and we can proceed as in section 5. 

8 Implementations for alternative architectures 

Having developed a first implementation of the atomic commit problem for a certain 
architecture in different ways, it is an interesting question to see how this helps when 
developing solutions for other architectures. It would be nice if one could reuse parts of 
the proof due to overlapping development strategies. In doing so one also gets insight 
in the design decisions that are taken during the development and how they relate to the 
eventual implementations. 

In [4] we derived different versions of the Two-Phase Commit protocol, such as Lin- 
ear TPC for chain networks, a Tree based version, assuming a tree network, a solution 
for a Ring network, and finally a Decentralized TPC for fully connected networks. For 
the latter also an optimized version was derived. 

In figure 13 we have sketched how the different transformation steps of the proto- 
cols relate. Arrows denote transformation steps, and dotted regions denote sets of highly 
related algorithms, in the sense that the transformation steps going from one region to 
another are completely analogous. All derivations were performed using the layered 
strategy. Each number in the graph correspond to the numbers of the specifications in 

Optimized Decentralized TPC 

Decentralized TPC 

Ring based TPC 

1 
Centralized TPC g 

Linear TPC 

Tree based TPC 

. . . .  , . . o , . , . 

" " ~ - "  " ~ o  

S " A ~ l  " ~...- m, ~ O  / 
: 0 

Fig. 13. Relations between different derivations 

this paper. Many derivations share large parts of their paths, either almost literally, or by 
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analogy in steps. The extra derivations were thus even easier than the derivations given 
in the previous sections. 

9 Conclusion 

In this paper we studied and compared three different strategies for transformational 
design of parallel systems: the layered strategy, the parallel strategy, and the architec- 
tural strategy. All three strategies were employed within a single formalism, resulting in 
a comparison of strategies on a non-trivial example. In this example it has been shown 
that the use of strategies helps in designing systems and designing variants of systems. 
Proofs of alternative implementations were lead by the first proof, and different proofs 
could reuse large parts of each other. The similarities in these proofs were induced by 
the strategy. 

Also the derivation of optimizations is supported by the use of strategies. Optimiza- 
tions can also be seen as variants, often variants that differ to a rather small extent. It is 
however not yet clear whether we have the right set of rules for such applications. 

Having a single formal basis for all strategies enables the integration within existing 
or future tools, such as the tools supporting MIX transformations that are being built at 
the University of Oldenburg. The idea is to add strategies as meta-level transformations 
with user interaction to guided developers through the long and complicated design 
trajectory as smoothly as possible. 

A question to be answered in the near future is how to formalize strategies. For the- 
orem provers strategies can either be formalized on a meta-level or using the underlying 
logic, as has been studied in [5]. In the context of automatic tool synthesis there is in- 
teresting work by Steffen and Margaria [22] using a modal (dynamic) logic to specify 
similar constraints. 

Another interesting topic is the introduction of asynchronous message passing. Some 
work in this direction has already been done by Fischer [10]. This would also allow to 
model things like duplication, loss, or corruption of messages. It is not yet clear how 
this would influence the approach taken here. For a certain class of systems it seems 
to be possible to define a strategy to transform synchronous systems to asynchronous 
systems. Furthermore, the whole NIX setup does not allow refinement of interfaces. 
One can only relate systems that have the same interface but possibly different behav- 
ior. This lead to the restriction that all channels are local channels in this report. The 
introduction of interface refinement, in the style of Gerth and Kuiper [ 11] or Stomp and 
Siegel [24]. 
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